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Es Devlin, an artist and
designer, creates sculptures
and environments that are
eclectic and stunning
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PROJECT

BATHROOM DESIGN

Ashley Gadeova with Covet
House and Caffe Latte have
turned a simple mansion into an
extremely elegant one

Bathroom colours have a
fascinating impact on how
we respond to a space, let's
see the five best ones
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DESIGN ICON

MOVING ART
Es Devlin, an artist and designer, creates sculptures and environments that are
eclectic scenes stunning you with scale, music, language and light
Es Devlin is an artist and designer known for creating large-scale performative
sculptures and environments that fuse music, language and light. She was
born in Kingston upon Thames, London, on 24 September 1971. She studied
English literature at Bristol University, followed by a Foundation Course in Fine
Art at Central St. Martin's eventually specialising in theatre design. While
undertaking her studies, she prepared the props for Le Cirque Invisible, the
circus company founded by Victoria Chaplin and Chaplin's husband, JeanBaptiste Thierree.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

PROJECT

BIOPHILIC DESIGN
Ashley Gadeova with Covet House and Caffe Latte have turned a simple
mansion into an extremely elegant one in the heart of Lombardy, New York,
USA

One of the most famous design capitals, in the heart of Lombardy, is pleased to
receive the contemporary and sophistication price, conceived by Ashley
Gadeova, for Caffe Latte and Covet House. This sublime cozy apartment is
divided into three fundamental areas, in an open space regime, which will
provide the greatest comfort and well-being, based on straight and elegant
lines. As soon as we enter the house, we are faced with the majestic kitchen,
covered in white and marble tones, with Moka Counter Stool, as true
statement piece, next to the kitchen island. In addition, Liberty Small Pendant
appears as a great and sophisticated complement of light. Large and spacious,
the dining room is the ideal example of minimalism and functionality, with
Ezra Dining Table appearing as a soft mid century inspiration, and Moka Dining
Chair, from Caffe Latte, as a guarantee of a simple and comfortable seat. The
nature-inspired shades expand in the center,

BIOPHILIC DESIGN

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

BATHROOM TRENDS

COLORS OF BATHROOM
Bathroom colours have a fascinating impact on how we respond to a space,
let's see the five best ones to pick from!

Bathrooms play an essential role in our homes, it’s where we typically start
and end our day, as well as use it for relaxation and rejuvenation. Bathroom
design plays a significant role in the overall feel and experience of the
dwelling. Besides fittings and sanitaryware, colour plays a large role in how we
respond to a bathroom. Bathroom “fashion” came into vogue during the
Victorian era and generally complimented the overall interiors of a space. The
initial all-white decor aided the feeling of clean bathrooms and hence were
preferred. Gradually tastes started evolving and colors made an entry. In
current times bathrooms have become an extended canvas for designers and
architects.
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